Messrs.
Reliance Industries Ltd.

Swastik Mills Compound
V.N. Purav Marg, Chembur
400 071 Mumbai
INDIA

Your ref. .............................................. Our ref. ..............................................
T: +43 1 59955-200
F: +43 1 59955-180
E: sales.ad@starlinger.com
Internet www.starlinger.com

Re: raw material Repol H030SG

To whom it may concern,

Starlinger hereby confirms that the PP-raw material Repol H030SG (MFI 3.0) has been tested successfully on the starEX extrusion tape lines made by Starlinger Austria.

Our quality standards in terms of strength and elongation have been reached on our high speed tape line running up to 520 m/min.

Up to 7% of additives (CaCo3 micronized) have been added in this test schedule. A higher percentage and different range of quality naturally reduces the tape property.

If further information on this matter is needed, please contact our Starlinger office in New Dehli, India, Mr. Raman, or directly our head office in Vienna.

With kind regards,

STARLINGER & CO.
Gesellschaft m.b.H.

[Signature]

Hermann Adrigan
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